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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Unlike Java, which only has one kind of string, C++ has two kinds of strings. Historically, a string was just a sequence of characters with a special character marking the end of the textual data. C++ inherited this kind of string, which is now called a C-string. Later versions of C++ formally added a string class that is very similar to Java’s string class. So today, C++ supports two kinds of strings and it’s important that we learn how to use both kinds.



C-STRINGS

• The original string type inherited from the C Programming Language

• The name stands for either

• C-Style strings

• Character strings

• Considered a primitive data type

• Composed of characters arrays were a special character, called a null-
terminator, marks the end of character data in the string

• Still used for command line arguments and systems programming

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
C++ inherited C-Strings from the C programming language. I’ve heard two explanations for how C-strings were named: they are either C-style strings or they are character strings – either story seems reasonable to me. C-strings are really just a special case of character arrays, which means that they are a primitive data type, that is, a data type the compiler “knows” about without having to include any additional header files.The “secret sauce” that converts an array of characters into a C-string is a special character, called the null-termination character, that marks the end of the string, that is, it marks the end of the character or textual data. The array may be longer that the string and if it is, then the array elements following the null-terminator are unspecified and are ignored. Although instances of the string class have replaced C-strings for many problems, C-strings are still used for command line arguments, inter-system communication, etc.



STRING CLASS

• The C++ string class is very similar to the Java String class

• Considered a high-level data type (the class wraps a character array)

• More dynamic than a C-string (manages its own memory)

• Numerous functions and operators are supported

• #include <string>

• ==, !=, <, <=, >, >=, =, +, +=

• Individual characters are accessed with “at” function or the ‘[‘ and ‘]’ operators

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The C++ string class is similar to the Java String class, but notice the difference in spelling: the class is named “string” (with a lower case ‘s’) in C++ and “String” (with an upper case ‘S’) in Java. The string class is based on a dynamically allocated character array but adds a number of functions that remove much of the tedium of working with strings. In particular, instances of the string class dynamically manage their own size – growing as necessary.Using the C++ string class requires #including the <string> header file. The C++ string class supports fewer operations than the Java String class but is quite full-featured nevertheless. The difference between the two classes is especially evident when looking at the operators that each class supports: Java only supports + and += (for concatenation and concatenation with assignment respectively) but C++ supports all of the relational operators, = (for assignment), as well as + and +=. Individual characters in a C++ string object are accessed with either the array square-bracket notation or the “at” member function.



STRING CHARACTERISTICS

• Character data

• The characters saved in or represented by the string

• Length or size

• The number of characters currently saved

• Capacity

• The maximum number of characters a fundamental string can 
hold

• The maximum number of characters a string can hold before 
growing

Capacity

Length
Characters

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Independently of how we represent strings, they have three fundamental characteristics. First, they must save or hold textual data as a sequence of characters, generally in an array. Second, they have a length, also called their size, which is the number of characters currently held in the string. Finally, they have a capacity. In the case of C-strings, the capacity is the maximum number of characters the string can hold. But in the case of the string class, it’s the maximum number of characters the string can hold before it is forced to grow. Strings have unused or empty space if their length is less than their capacity.
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